(0 |/| = n, (ii) for each i e I, L¡ satisfies the m-chain condition, then the free product in K of the (L¡ \ ie I) satisfies the m-chain condition.
Our main result is
Theorem. For each of the category of distributive lattices, the category of distributive lattices with 0, 1, and the category of Boolean algebras:
(a) for nä K0, P(m, n) holds if and only if m is a regular cardinal greater than X0; (b) for 1 < n< S0, P(m, n) holds if and only if m is either regular or cofinal(2) with co.
There is a very intimate connection between free products in the three categories mentioned in the theorem. We note first that the free product of a family of Boolean algebras is identical with their free product as distributive lattices with 0, 1. We also observe that given any distributive lattice we can adjoin a 0 and 1 in the obvious way ; in this manner homomorphisms of distributive lattices yield homomorphisms preserving 0,1. The following fact is evident.
(*) Let (Li | i e I) be a family of distributive lattices. For each / £ /, let L* be the result of adjoining 0 and 1 to Lt. Let L* be the {0, l}-distributive free product of (Lf | i el). Then L=L* -{0, 1} is a distributive lattice and is the free product of the family (L¡ | i el) in the category of distributive lattices. [October In view of the above discussion all of the positive results in this paper will be proved for the category of distributive lattices with 0, 1 ; we need only observe that adjoining 0 and 1 does not alter the cardinality of any infinite chain. All of the examples needed to establish our negative results, on the other hand, will be Boolean algebras.
All of our positive results are applicable, with the obvious changes, to the category of distributive lattices (and, indeed, to the intermediate categories preserving 0 or preserving 1) and we leave to the reader the task of formulating the results in these contexts.
Certain trivial cases of our result, namely the proof of the Xrchain condition for free distributive lattices and free Boolean algebras, appeared in [3] and [5] . A very elegant proof of this result, which does not seem to be applicable to our situation, was presented by F. Galvin and B. Jónsson [1] .
2. Preliminaries on the free product. The usual construction of distributive free products of distributive lattices is by way of the Stone representation theorem.
(See e.g. [4] .) A disadvantage of this approach is its reliance on the Axiom of Choice. In our approach to the free product we dispense with this requirement.
A straightforward extension of the results of § §28 and 29 of [2] is the following: Theorem 1. Let K be an equational class of algebras and let (2l¡ \ i e I) be a family of algebras in K. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the free product^) in K of the family (% \ ie I) is:
Given any finite 1'^ I, finitely generated subalgebras 23¡ of '9t¿ for i e I', any j e /', and distinct a, b e B¡, then there is an algebra S3 in K and homomorphisms/: 33¡ -> 33, / e /', such that fj(a)ifß). Corollary 1. In an equational class K of algebras where free products of finitely many finitely generated algebras always exist, free products of arbitrarily many arbitrary algebras exist.
Since finitely generated distributive lattices are finite the existence of free products of finitely generated distributive lattices is independent of the Axiom of Choice.
Corollary
2. Free products exist in the category of distributive lattices with 0, 1 and with more than one element.
It should be stressed that neither Theorem 1 nor its corollaries use the Axiom of Choice, nor the weaker Prime Ideal Theorem.
Before characterizing the free product of distributive lattices we present a wellknown preliminary lemma. (3) We use the algebraic definition of free products as in [2] , that is the 9i( are represented by isomorphic copies in the free product. Lemma 1. Let L be a distributive lattice with 0, 1 and let x,yeL. If x$y then there is a distributive lattice M with 0, 1 and a lattice homomorphism <p:L-> M such that <p(x)= 1, <p(y) = 0.
Proof. We define a relation 0 on L:
It is clear that 0 is an equivalence relation, and a simple calculation establishes that 0 has the substitution property for V and a ; consequently 0 is a congruence relation on L. Since a v y=a (0) and a A x=a (0) for all a e L, the quotient lattice L/0 is a suitable candidate for M. Theorem 2. Let L be a distributive lattice with 0, 1 and let (L¡ | / £ /) be a family of{0, l}-sublattices of L that generates L. Then L is the {0, l}-free product of the (Li | í £ /) // and only if, given finite Iu I2^I and elements xt e Lt, i e Iu y¡ e L¡, j e I2, the relation t\(Xi\ieh)û V'(J'y I./6/a) implies that there is an ieIxC\ I2 such that XjajV
Proof. We first prove the necessity of the condition. Let L be the free product of the (Li | ie I). Assume that the condition fails to hold; that is, Xi$y{ for each i e /i n I2. We may assume that none of the jc¡ is 0 and none of the j'y is 1. We construct a family (M¡ \ ieI) of distributive lattices with 0, 1 :
For each ie ^ n I2 let A/t be the lattice constructed in Lemma 1. Thus, for each / £ Ix n I2, there is a homomorphism <px : Li -*■ A/¡ mapping xt to 1 and y{ to 0.
For ieli -12 we use Lemma 1 to get a lattice Af¡ and a homomorphism ?>( : L| -> M¡ such that <Pi(x¡) = 1.
Similarly, for / e I2 -Ii, <p¡: Lt -> Af¡ maps y¡ to 0. Consequently a^b. Thus the sufficiency of the condition is established and so the theorem is proved. Remark. Had we been willing to use the Axiom of Choice the lattice M of Lemma 1 could have been taken as the two-element lattice and so the "necessary" part of the proof of Theorem 2 could have been simplified ; the lattice M in that part would have been the two-element lattice.
3. The word problem. Let L be the distributive {0, l}-free product of the family (Lt \ ie I) and let o = U(¿i-{0,l}|/e/)u{0,l}.
We identify 0 e Q with 0 e L¡ for each i e I, and similarly for leg.
A finite nonempty subset Xq Q is said to be reduced if | X n L,| ^ 1 for all i e I. It should be noted that if X is reduced and Oe X then X={0}, and dually. If X^ Q is finite and nonempty we can define a reduced subset X" of Q, the ¡\-reduct of X, by the conditions:
(i) if/'={i el | XnLi^0} then X* ={/\(XnLd\ier} provided that A (X r\ L¡) #0 for all i el'; (ii) if there is an i e I' such that A (X n L¡)=0 then
The V'-redact of X, denoted Xv, is defined in the dual manner. We note that, in L, A*=A(*A)andV *=V(*V)-
We observe that, since L is a distributive lattice generated by Q, each element a of L can be written (in a nonunique manner) as a = /\ ( V X | XeJ) where J is a finite family of finite reduced subsets of Q. Conversely, any such family / yields an element A (V X \ XeJ) of L. The family / is said to be a ^-representation of a e L if a = A(V X\ XeJ).
Given a A-representation J or*an element a e L we can write, using distributivity, *-V(A(JV)).l.*e»(-0)-(/) denotes the set of choice functions on J, that is, the set of functions F:J->\JJ such that F(X) e X for each XeJ. By our previous discussion we find that a = V (A (F(J)A) I Fe"ïï(J)). Since the set ^ (7) is finite we can consider a subset (^re<j(y)ç'^(/), the set of reduced choice functions such that the set {A(F(JY)\FeVTeä(J)} is the set of all maximal elements of the set (4) {A(F(JY)\FeV(J)}. Proof. If for each y e Y there is an x e X such that x S y then clearly A ^= A Y. The converse follows by Theorem 2. Let A X£ f\ Y and let y e Y. Since X is reduced there is a finite 7i£/ such that A'={xi|/e/1} where x¡eLj. Thus A (x¡ | / e 7X) s; y and so there is an i e Ix such that x¡, y e L¡ and x¡ áy. The rest of the condition follows by Lemma 2. Thus the theorem is proved.
Since in a normal V-rePresentation .7 the elements of (A X\ X e J) are mutually incomparable we conclude that Corollary.
The normal \J-representation of any element ofL is uniquely defined.
Example. Let L be the free product of L0 and Lx, a0, b0 e L0, au b1eL1;letxeL be defined by
Assume that a¡ is incomparable to bu /=0, 1, and let Cj=a¡ A ¿¡, </t=a( V b¡, z'=0, 1. Then the normal V-representation J represents x=V J as follows:
and the normal A-representation yields:
We do not know whether \/-, and A-rePresentati°ns contain the same number of factors.
4. The chain condition for regular cardinals. We first establish P(m, n) in the category of distributive lattices with 0, 1 for a regular cardinal m > X0-Let (L( \iel) be a family of distributive lattices with 0, 1, let |/| =n, and let L be their {0, 1}distributive free product. Let m be regular and let L¡ satisfy the m-chain condition for each i e I.
If / is a V-representation of a e L we call | J | the rank of the representation and 2 (\X\ | XeJ) the length of the representation.
If 7/sL, then a V-representation of H, J(H), is a family (Ja \ a e H), where Ja is a V_rePresentation of a. If « is an integer and rank/0=n for each ae H, then J(H) is said to have rank n. A \/-rePresentat'on J(.H) °f # is said to oe special if (i) a e #, X, Y e Ja, and f\X¿/\Y imply that #= F;
(ii) a, be H and a ^ b imply that for each X e Ja there is a Y e J" such that A*=A f.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Each H^L has a special V-representation; by Theorem 3, Ja need only be chosen as a normal V -representation of a for each ae H. The example at the end of §3 can be used to show that a special V-representation need not be normal.
To establish P(m, n) we first present several lemmas. Since any pair, a, be C(n) are comparable and since |/0| =n= \Ib\ we conclude, by Lemma 2, that 70=/6 for all a, be C(n). Set /' = /", ae C(n>. For each ieI' the set Hi = {x | x e Xa n L, and a e C(n)} is a chain in L¡ and so has cardinality <m. Since C(n) is isomorphic to a subset of PT (//4 | / e /') it follows that |C(n)| <mn = m. Since m>X0 and regular and C=(J (C<n> | n<a>), \C\ <m, completing the proof of the lemma. We now proceed by induction. Let C be a chain in L with a special V-representation J(C). For each a, be C, a^b, we define a relation <pa&=-/ax^> with domain Ja (the domain of a binary relation r is the set of all x for which there is a j> with xry): <pab = {<X,Y}eJaxJb\ AIS A H-Then (i) <paa is equality (the diagonal of JaxJa);
(ii) if a S b S c then(5) <pbc » 9abç <pac.
To proceed further we need the following generalization of the well-known fact that the inverse limit of a directed family of finite sets is nonempty. Lemma 4. Let A be a directed set and let #F = (HK | X e A) be a family of finite sets. For each pair X, p e A such that X^p let there be a relation <pAii^ jt7a x Hu with domain HK satisfying the two conditions:
is equality for all A e A;
(ii) ifX^p^v then <puv o <pKlíç<pKv.
Then there is a family (xÄ e Hx \ A e A) such that (xh, x") e <phl¡ ifX^p.
The proof of this lemma is a trivial generalization of the usual topological proof, or of the algebraic proof presented in [2] . Now let « be the smallest integer such that there is a chain C^L where |C| ^m and C has a special V-representation J(C) of rank n. Note that, by Lemma 3, « > 1. Thus, by Lemma 4, there is a family X = (Xa | a e C, XaeJa, JaeJ(C)) such that A ^a = A X" whenever aSb. Since 3C is a V-representation of rank 1 of a chain in L, \3T\ <m and so there is a subset C's C such that (i) | C | ï: m (since m is regular) ; (ii) if a, be C and Xa, Xbe3C then Xa=Xb.
The family f = (Ja-{Xa} \ aeC) has cardinality ^nt and rank«-1. £ is clearly a V-representation of some subset H^L, and clause (i) of the definition of a special representation is clear. Now let a, b e C, a^b, and let XeJa-{Xa}.
Then there is a YeJb such that f\X^/\ Y. If Y=Xb then, since Xa = Xb, A -^ A Xa, contradicting the fact that J(C) is special. Thus YeJb-{Xb} and so H is a chain with a special V-representation ß. However, rank f=n-\ and \H\ ^m, contradicting the minimality of«. Thus we conclude: Lemma 5. Let n<w.IfCisa chain in L with a special \f-representation of rank n then | C | < m.
Finally, let C be a chain in L and let /(C) be a special V-representation of C. For each « < tu let Cn = {a e C | rank /" = «}.
Then J(Cn) = (Ja\ ae Cn) is a special \/-representation of Cn of rank «. Thus |Cn| <m and since C={J (Cn \ n<a>) by the regularity of m we get that |C| <m. Thus Theorem 4. In the category of distributive lattices with 0, 1, P(m, n) is true for all pairs of cardinals <m, n> such that m > K0 and regular.
5.
Chain condition for singular cardinals. To discuss the case when m is singular we need the concept of weak direct product of posets. Given a family (Pt \ ie I) of posets with 0, 1 the direct product is denoted by n (A I / e /). If x e E[ (Pt I 'e I)< the projection of x on the factor Pt is denoted x¡. Thus the theorem is proved.
Therefore, if m is singular and not cofinal with w then P(m, 2) fails to hold in the category of Boolean algebras.
If m is a cardinal cofinal with oe we show in a similar manner that P(m, X0) fails to hold for Boolean algebras : Theorem 6. Let m be a cardinal cofinal with: w. There is a set I of cardinality X0 and a family (B¡ | i el) of Boolean algebras satisfying the m-chain condition such that their free product B does not satisfy the m-chain condition.
Proof. If m = X0 take countably many finite Boolean algebras with more than one element.
If m/X0 then there is a family of infinite cardinals (mt | i<w) such that m¡<m for all i<w and m = 2 (nt¡ | /<a>). Let /={/'1 /^a>}. For each i<a> let Bt be the Boolean algebra generated by a chain of cardinality tn¡. Then B¡ satisfies the mchain condition and B{ -{0, 1} contains a chain Cf of cardinality m¡. Let Ba be the Boolean algebra generated by the chain {a\ a^co}; since m>X0, Basatisfies the m-chain condition. Then, as in Theorem 5, C = {(yv (i+\)) M\yeCi,i< a>} is a chain in the free product of the (B¡ \ ie I) of cardinality m.
To resolve the remaining case we first establish the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let m be cofinal with cu and let L be a distributive lattice that has a chain of cardinality m1 for each m1 < m. Then L has a chain of cardinality m(e).
(6) The authors express their appreciation to A. Hajnal for communicating the statement and the proof of this lemma to them.
Proof. If m = X0, then L has an infinite chain since L is infinite. If m> X0 then there is a sequence (m(i) \ i<a>) of infinite cardinals such that (i) if í <j then m(i) < m(j) < m ; (ii) for each m' < m there is an i< a> such that m' < m(i'). We can assume that L has a 1. There are two cases to consider. Case 1. There is an isotone mapping /: [0, to) ->-[0, <o) such that for each i < w there is an a(i) e L containing a chain of cardinality m(i) but no chain of cardinality For each i<o> let bi = a(fi(0)), ni = m(/i(0)). (Note that n¡^m(/).) Thus, for each i<u>, (bi\ contains a chain Cf of cardinality n¡, but no chain of cardinality rti + 1. Since |C('| <rt¡ and |C(| =n¡ we conclude that 1^1 = ^. Case 2. There is an n < co such that if a e L and (a] contains a chain of cardinality m(n) then (a] contains a chain of cardinality m(i) for all i>n.
We construct a chain of cardinality m in L. Let a0 = 1 ', then (a0] contains a chain C0 of cardinality m(«+l). Since m(«)<m («+l) there is an element ax e CQ such that the chains D0 = [ax) n C0 and (aj n C0 each have cardinality ^m(w). Thus (aj contains a chain Cx of cardinality m(n + 2) and we find a2 e d such that the chains D1 = [a2) n d and (a2] n Cx each have cardinality ^m(n+1).
Proceeding inductively we find elements a¡ +1 and chains C{, D{ such that (i) \Di\^m(n + i);
(ii) if x e A + i. y e A then x¿y.
Thus Z)=U (A | i<«) is a chain of cardinality m, concluding the proof of this lemma.
